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Abstract. Collaborative Filtering (CF) recommender systems generate rating pre-
dictions for a target user by exploiting the ratings of similar users. Therefore, the
computation of user-to-user similarity is an important element in CF; it is used in
the neighborhood formation and rating prediction steps. In this paper we investigate
the role of item weighting techniques. An item weight provides a measure of the
importance of an item for predicting the rating of another item and it is computed
as a correlation coefficient between the two items’ rating vectors. In this paper we
analyze a wide range of item weighting schemas. Moreover, we introduce an item
filtering approach, based on item weighting, that works by discarding in the user-to-
user similarity computation the items with the smallest weights. We assume that the
items with smallest weights are the least useful for generating the prediction. We
have evaluated the proposed methods using two datasets (MovieLens and Yahoo!)
and identified the conditions for their best application in CF.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems are powerful tools helping on-line users to tame information
overload and providing personalized recommendations on various types of products
and services [20]. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is a successful recommendation tech-
nique which automates the so-called “word-of-mouth” social strategy. When gener-
ating a recommendation for a target user, CF analyzes the experiences/evaluations
of similar users that are modeled as vectors of item ratings, and it recommends the
items that the similar users liked the most [24]. The user-to-user similarity is usually
determined by a pair-wise comparison of all the available ratings explicitly expressed
by the users about items in the product catalog. The assumption is that two highly
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correlated users will have similar tastes also on items they have not rated yet. It is
therefore evident that user-to-user similarity is a core computation step in CF [2].

Note that in this paper we are focusing on user-to-user CF, as opposed to item-
to-item CF. The latter computes the rating prediction for a target user and item pair
as a weighted average of the ratings the user gave to similar items, and therefore
user-to-user similarity is not exploited.

In CF, user-to-user similarity computation is used in the neighborhood formation
and in the final rating prediction. As we noted above, two users are considered sim-
ilar if they have expressed similar opinions (ratings) on a set of co-rated items. In
standard CF each of the co-rated items contributes equally to the similarity. But it
seems natural to conjecture that some items could be more important than others
when computing the user-to-user similarity. For example, if the movie “Dead on
Arrival” gets the lowest possible rating from all the users, then it should not be very
useful in understanding whether two users have similar preferences. These type of
items, i.e., with very similar ratings in the users’ population, should contribute less
than others or could be even discarded from the similarity computation. Moreover,
additional information about the content of the items could potentially improve the
performance of CF. For example, consider two users who have very similar tastes for
action movies but very different tastes for dramas and documentary movies. In gen-
eral, these users would have a small correlation when comparing all their co-rated
items. However, when considering only the action movies the correlation would be
higher. When predicting a rating for an action movie, co-rated action movies could
be given a higher importance (weight).

In this paper we propose to address the previously mentioned issues by using
item weighting, i.e., by extending the user-to-user similarity definition so that it is
possible to weight the influence of each item. This is not an easy task. There are
many sources of information potentially useful for computation of item weights.
Moreover, it is not clear how this information can be transferred into item weights.
For instance, it is questionable whether it would be better to consider rating data
statistics, or to exploit information coming from external sources, such as item de-
scriptors or contextual information. We also need to determine how strongly the
additional information should influence the similarity. Finally, we observe that after
having found good information sources (for determining the importance of items),
there is no well-accepted way (formula) to extend the standard user-to-user correla-
tion measure in order to take into account these weights.

In this paper we address the issues mentioned above, and in particular:

• We analyze a wide range of weighting schemas — some new and some already
used in previous research. These are based on various types of information; one
group of methods explores the data dependencies between item ratings, whereas
another tries to exploit the information contained in the descriptions of the items.

• We empirically investigate three approaches to incorporate the computed weights
into the user-to-user correlation measure and we provide an analysis of their be-
havior. We also conduct some experiments aimed at understanding to what extent
the additional information contained in the weights should modify the prediction
formula, compared to the standard similarity metric.
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• Additionally, we analyze the behavior of an item filtering method based on the
computed weights. This study evaluates wether it is possible to improve the pre-
diction accuracy by using just a small subset of items, i.e., those that are very
relevant to the target item.

In this paper we show that item weighting can improve the accuracy of the base-
line CF (for both datasets), for all the neighborhood sizes, and for all the error
measures we used. This improvement is obtained by a particular weighting method
based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD-PCC) of the rating matrix. The other
weighting schemas did not uniformly improve the baseline, however, in some situa-
tions they can even produce larger improvements over the baseline than SVD-PCC.
We also show that the largest reduction of the mean absolute error was achieved
by using item filtering together with a particular weighting method but at the cost
of sacrificing coverage. We also identified a weight incorporation method that uni-
formly performs better than the others.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the
state of the art in item weighting and item filtering. In Section 3 we introduce our
definition of a user-to-user similarity that incorporates item weighting. There, we
explain and motivate different weighting schemas (Subsection 3.1), and different
approaches to integrate the weights into the similarity measure (Subsection 3.2). In
Section 4 we introduce our new approach to item filtering. Section 5 provides the
experimental evaluation and the discussion of proposed methods. Section 6 summa-
rizes the work presented in this paper and draws some conclusions.

2 Related Work

CF can be seen as an instance-based learning approach where users are instances de-
scribed by their feature vectors, and the product (item) ratings play the role of feature
values. Hence, the rationale for the application of feature weighting/selection tech-
niques in CF is that some items may be more important than others in the similarity
computation [8].

Feature weighting is a well studied problem in Machine Learning, and in Instance-
Based Learning in particular [17]. A number of studies reported accuracy improve-
ments when features are weighted in the instance-to-instance distance computation
([26, 3] offer an excellent survey). In the context of CF feature weighting can be called
item weighting, since features of a user are actually item ratings. The huge amount
of items and the data sparsity makes most of these classical methods inefficient.

Item weighting and item selection have not been widely studied in CF, and only
few researchers tried to apply these methods. In [8], the authors adapted the idea
of inverse document frequency, a popular Information Retrieval measure [21], to
item weighting in CF. The key idea of their approach, which is called Inverse User
Frequency, is that universally liked and known items do not give much information
about the true user preferences. Therefore, the weights for such commonly rated
items should be decreased. This approach showed better performances than the
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unweighted version. The same idea of decreasing the weights of commonly liked
items was implemented by using variance weighting [12]. Here, items with bigger
variance are supposed to distinguish better the taste of the users and, therefore, they
receive larger weights in the user-to-user similarity formula. Yet their results were
not encouraging and the authors report just a small increase of the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) with respect to the non-weighted version.

In [28] Information Theoretical approaches for item weighting were introduced.
The authors showed that Mutual Information and Entropy based methods perform
better than Inverse User Frequency and standard CF. Moreover, Mutual Information
obtained a 4.5% accuracy improvement and performed better (even when trained on
a small number of instances) than the standard CF. They also reported that Inverse
User Frequency, differently from [8], decreased the accuracy. [14] presents another
automatic weighting schema for CF systems. This method tries to find weights for
different items that bring each user even closer to the similar users and farther from
dissimilar users. That method uses ideas from model-based approaches and can de-
crease MAE. As it is clear from this short review, the quoted papers offer contradict-
ing results. For this reason we decided to test ourselves the performance of some of
these methods on two different data sets.

In addition to feature weighting, feature selection (filtering) algorithms have also
been very popular in Machine Learning [26, 15, 16], and they are now receiving
new interest because of their exploitation in Information Retrieval ranking methods
based on learning [19, 10]. In CF, there have been just a couple of attempts to use
item selection. An interesting approach to item selection was proposed in [1]. To
generate a recommendation the authors proposed to use only the items (ratings)
that were experienced in the same context of the target item prediction. The authors
made item selection only in the subset of the ratings where cross-validation showed
improvement in the accuracy. But, due to sparsity and small size of their data, only
a small improvement over the baseline CF method was obtained.

In our previous work [4] we showed that the straightforward application of item
selection methods based on the filter approach [26] fails because of the high spar-
sity of the data. Besides, wrapper methods seem not to be applicable because of the
large number of features and therefore the large complexity of evaluating the expo-
nential number of possible subsets of the features. Therefore, in [5] we developed a
new filter-based approach that tries to overcome these problems. The item selection
is made according to a pre-computed set of weights and considers only the items that
are present in the profiles of both users whose similarity is sought. That approach im-
proved all the error measures we used [5]. In this paper we evaluate a simpler approach
that does not depend on the pair of users whose similarity is sought. While computing
user-to-user similarity It simply tries to discard the items with lowest weights.

3 Weighted Similarity

In order to use item weighting in user-to-user similarity we first compute the item
weights using a weighting schema, and then we incorporate these weights into the
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standard user-to-user similarity measure. To compute the item weights we use a
wide range of weighting schemas that are described in Subsection 3.1. Each weight-
ing schema computes a real valued n×n weight matrix W (n is the number of items).
An entry wi j is the weight (importance) of item i for predicting the ratings of item
j (for all the target users). In order to be able to compare the behavior of different
weighting schemas, in this paper we normalized the weights to range in [0,1].

The role of the target item j needs some further explanation. In fact this gives to
an item weighting schema the flexibility to assign to each predictive item a weight
that depends on the target item whose rating predictions are sought. Hence, the
weights used for predicting the ratings for item j (for all the users) can be different
from those used in the predictions for another item j′. In this way, we encode in a
weight how much two items are correlated, and what role an item should play when
a prediction is sought for the second one. Without such a flexibility we could only
express more general knowledge about the importance of an item for all the rating
predictions. In fact, an example of this approach is provided by the variance weight-
ing method that is explained in Subsection 3.1. Finally, given a weighting schema,
there are several ways to integrate the weights into an (unweighted) similarity mea-
sure. These are methods described in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 Weighting Schemas

Item weighting tries to estimate how much a particular item is important for com-
puting the rating predictions for a target item. In CF, item weights can be learned
while exploring training data consisting of user ratings or using additional infor-
mation associated with the items, i.e., their descriptions. Based on this observation
we can partition weighting methods in two groups. The methods in the first group
determine the item weights using statistical approaches and are aimed at estimat-
ing statistical properties of the ratings and the dependencies between items. For
instance, the variance of the item ratings (provided by a users’ population) belongs
to the first group of methods. The second group of methods uses item descriptions to
estimate item dependencies and finally infer the weights. For instance, the similarity
between item descriptions can be used to infer item-to-item dependencies and these
can be converted into weights.

In the rest of this paper we will consider the following item weighting ap-
proaches: Random, Variance, Mutual Information, Genre, Pearson Correlation Co-
efficient (PCC), and PCC computed on low dimensional item representations. Let
us now precisely define these methods.

Random. The first method is used as a reference for comparing different ap-
proaches. It assigns to each predictive (i) and target ( j) item combination a random
weight sampled from the uniform distribution in [0,1]: wi j = random([0,1])

Variance. The variance method is based on an observation originally made in
[12]. It gives higher weights to items with higher variance among the ratings pro-
vided by the users to that item:
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wi j = ∑u (vui − v̄i)2

#users who rated i

Here the sum runs over all the users who rated the item i, vui is the rating given by
user u to item i, and v̄i is the mean of the ratings provided by all the users to the item
i. The variance feature weighting method uses only information on the item whose
ratings have to be predicted. All the methods that we are presenting next, explore
relations between predictive items and the target item.

IPCC. The first method in this group uses Pearson Correlation Coefficients
(PCC) as a measure of the dependency between two vectors representing the rat-
ings of all users for two items:

wi j =
∑u (vui − v̄i)(vu j − v̄ j)√

∑u (vui − v̄i)2 ∑u (vu j − v̄ j)2

Here the index u runs over all the users that have rated both items i and j, and v̄i is
the mean of the ratings on item i. We observe that IPCC (Item Pearson Correlation
Coefficients) builds a symmetric weight matrix W , i.e., the importance of the item i
in the prediction of the ratings for the item j is equal to the importance of the item
j when it is used to predict the ratings for the item i.

Mutual Information. Mutual Information (MI) measures the information that a
random variable provides to the knowledge of another. In CF, following [28], we
compute the mutual dependency between the target item variable and the predictive
item variable (the values are the ratings). The Mutual Information of two random
variables X and Y is defined as:

I(X ;Y ) = ∑
x

∑
y

p(x,y) log
p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)

The above equation can be transformed into I(X ;Y ) = H(X) + H(Y )−H(X ,Y ),
where H(X) denotes the entropy of X , and H(X ,Y ) is the joint entropy of X and Y .
Using the above formula Mutual Information computes the weights as follow:

wi j = −
5

∑
r=1

p(vi = r) log p(vi = r)−
5

∑
r=1

p(v j = r) log p(v j = r)

+
5

∑
r′=1

5

∑
r′′=1

p(vi = r′,vi = r′′) log p(vi = r′,vi = r′′)

Here the probabilities are estimated with frequency counts in the training dataset,
hence for instance p(vi = r) = #users who rated i as r

#users who rated i estimates the probability that the
item i is rated with value r. We observe that r is running through all rating values,
and in our data sets this is equal to 5.

SVD-PCC. The methods described previously, i.e., IPCC and Mutual Informa-
tion, compute a form of statistical dependency between two items. Note that such
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statistics between two items are computed using the pairs of ratings that all the users
expressed for both items. When the data is extremely sparse there can be only few
users who have rated both items, and the computation of the statistical dependency
based on this incomplete information could be inaccurate. Moreover, the fact that
two items were not co-rated by the users should not imply that they are not similar
[7]. In order to avoid such problems we decided to reduce the dimensionality of
the ratings matrix and compute item-to-item correlation in the transformed space
rather than on the original raw data. This approach is based on Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [9], originally used for analyzing the relationships between a set of
documents and the contained terms. LSA is now widely applied to CF to generate
accurate rating predictions, and the user-to-user similarity is computed in a space
with lower dimension than the number of items and users [22]. LSA uses Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), a well-known matrix factorization technique (see [11]
for a reference).

SVD factors a rating matrix R = (vi j), of size m× n (m users and n items) into
three matrixes as follows: Rm×n = Um×r · Sr×r ·V T

r×n where, U and V are two or-
thogonal matrices, r is the rank of the matrix R and S is a diagonal matrix having
all the singular values of matrix R as its diagonal entries. Note, that all the singular
values are positive and ordered in descending order. Selecting the k < r largest sin-
gular values, and their corresponding singular vectors U and V , one gets the rank k
approximation Rm×n = Um×k ·Sk×k ·V T

k×n of the rating matrix R.
Each column of the matrix I = V T

k×n gives a dense representation of the corre-
sponding item in a k dimensional space. The choice of k is an open issue in the
factor analytic literature [9] and it is typically application dependent. We set k = 40
in our experiments (see Section 5 for more details). To compute the similarity of
item i and item j we compute the PCC between two columns of I:

wi j =
∑k (Iki − Īi)(Ik j − Ī j)√

∑k (Iki − Īi)2 ∑k (Ik j − Ī j)2

where the sum runs over the row index of the matrix I and Ī j denotes the average
value of the j-th column.

Genre Weighting. All the previous methods exploit statistics of the users’ rating
data to determine item weights. The last method that we present here computes the
weights using descriptions of the items. In the movie recommendation data sets,
which we are using for our experiments, the movies are tagged with movie genres.
Hence, we make the assumption that the larger the number of common genres, the
higher is the dependency. Hence, the weight of the predictive item i for predicting
the ratings of the target item j is given by:

wi j =
# comon genres o f items i and j

#genres
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Genre weighting is related to the methods presented in [6], where item description
information is used to selectively choose the items to be used in the user-to-user
similarity.

3.2 Weight Incorporation

The two most popular measures of user-to-user similarity are: the cosine of the
angle, formed by the rating vector of the two users; and Pearson Correlation Coef-
ficient (PCC). PCC is preferred when data contains only positive ratings, and has
been shown to produce better results in such cases [8]. The PCC between the users
x and y is defined as:

PCC(x,y) =
∑i (vxi − v̄x)(vyi − v̄y)√

∑i (vxi − v̄x)2 ∑i (vyi − v̄y)2

where vxi denote the rating given by the user x to the item i, and v̄x is the mean of
the ratings of the user x. The sum runs over all the items i that both users have rated.

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the motivation for using weights in the
user-to-user similarity is to improve the prediction accuracy. This approach has been
used in instance-based learning to produce weighted the Euclidean metric [3]. We
must observe that the effect of the weights on the Euclidean metric has a clear (geo-
metric) interpretation: the features with larger weights produce a greater impact on
the similarity. For PCC the situation is not as clear as for the Euclidean metric. Be-
cause of the more complicated nature of PCC, there exists no single well accepted
approach to extend it with weights. In our study we analyzed three different ver-
sions of weighted PCC. The first version which we call normalized Weighted PCC
(WPCCnorm) makes a natural extension of the unweighted PCC:

WPCCnorm(x,y, j) =
∑i wi j(vxi − v̄x)(vyi − v̄y)√

∑i wi j(vxi − v̄x)2 ∑i wi j(vyi − v̄y))2

where j denotes the target item of the rating prediction, and wi j is the weight of the
(predictive) item i when making a prediction for j. Here v̄x is the average rating of
the user x.

The second approach we consider is used by SASTM[23] and it extends the pre-
vious basic approach by replacing the standard average of the user ratings by a
weight-normalized version:

W PCCwavg(x,y, j) =
∑i wi j(vxi − v̂x)(vyi − v̂y)√

∑i wi j(vxi − v̂x)2 ∑i wi j(vyi − v̂y)2

where v̂x = ∑i wi jxi

∑wi j
and we note that this new normalized average depends on the

target item j. The idea here is that the weighted average of the user ratings should
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better estimate the user average. Note that we compute the average rating using all
the ratings of the user, rather then just overlapping items.

The third method that we consider in this paper was used in [14], and it differs
from the previous ones as it does not normalize the similarity metric:

WPCCno−norm(x,y, j) =
∑i wi j(vxi − v̄x)(vyi − v̄y)√
∑i (vxi − v̄x)2 ∑i (vyi − v̄y)2

In this approach, the users who co-rated highly weighted items would have higher
correlation. Because of the lack of the normalization this correlation measure de-
pends on the absolute values of weights, rather than on the relative differences be-
tween the weights. Therefore, the similarity that is computed on the items with small
weights will be small.

Further discussion on the different weight incorporation methods can be found in
the experimental part of this paper.

4 Item Selection

In item selection instead of using the precise values of the weights for tuning the
similarity function, a simpler decision is taken to either use or not to use an item,
based on the value of its weight. In fact, item selection could be seen as a particular
case of item weighting, where just binary weights are used.

In fact, finding the optimal subset of items to be used in the user-to-user similarity
would require an extensive search through the space of all the subsets of the items
[15]. Applying this to a recommender system scenario would require to conduct
a search procedure for every target item (the item playing the role of the class to
be predicted) and for a large number of subsets of the predictive items. This is
clearly extremely expensive, and therefore, we propose to use a more parsimonious
approach (filter method) [15]. It uses the information provided by an item weighting
method to select, for each target item an appropriate set of predictive items. Hence,
first we compute the item weights using one of the weighting schemas described
above, and then we select only the relevant items, i.e., the items with the largest
weights, for any given target item.

Users tend to rate a small part of the items in a data set. Selecting a small number
of items for the similarity computation further reduces the amount of information
used to compute it. Therefore, in [5] we proposed to select the items that are present
in the profiles of both users, whose similarity must be computed. We showed that
this approach can increase the prediction accuracy (for many different error mea-
sures), and can use a smaller number of nearest neighbors.

In this paper we propose and evaluate a different approach. Instead of performing
a dynamic item selection which depends on the target user we simply filter out (and
never consider in the similarity computation) the items with the smallest weights.
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In other words, if a weight is less than a given threshold, we set it to zero. Note,
that instead of using binary weights as we did in [5], we still use in the user-to-user
similarity computation the weights in [0,1]. Moreover, the set of items used in a
prediction depends only on the target item and it is the same for all the users.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the item weighting and item selection methods presented
so far. We observe that to generate the prediction, one of the three variations of
WPCC was used in computing the nearest neighbors of the target users and also in
the prediction step:

v∗x j = v̄x +
∑y∈N(k,x, j)WPCC(x,y, j)× (vy j − v̄y)

∑y∈N(k,x, j) |WPCC(x,y, j)|

Here the sum runs over the k-nearest neighbors N(k,x, j) of the user x. Note that the
neighbors depend on the target item j because the user-to-user similarity depends
on the target item. In our implementation of CF, as previously done in other studies,
when making a rating prediction for a user x we take into account only the neighbors
with at least a minimum number of co-rated items with the target user (six in our
case) [6].

In the experiments, we used two data sets with ratings in {1,2,3,4,5}.1 The
MovieLens [18] data set contains 100K ratings, for 1682 movies by 943 users, who
have rated 20 and more items. The data sparsity of this dataset is 96%. The Ya-
hoo! [27] Webscope movies data set contains 221K ratings, for 11915 movies by
7642 users. The data sparsity of this dataset is much higher, 99.7%. To evaluate
the described methods we used holdout validation, where both datasets where di-
vided into train (80%) and test (20%) subsets. We used the train data to learn the
weights and also to generate the prediction for the test ratings. Because of the high
computational complexity, when computing weights, we were not able to perform a
multi-fold cross-validation.

To measure the accuracy we used Mean Absolute Error (MAE), coverage and F1

(in the rest of the paper denoted as F) measures [13]. To compute F, we considered an
item worth recommending only if the user rated it as 4 or 5. Coverage is the fraction
of the ratings in the test set for which predictions can be made. Note that when
computing MAE we followed the standard practice and did not take into account
the ratings that an algorithm was not able to predict.

To compute Singular Value Decomposition we used the SVDLIB [25] library
and selected k = 40 biggest singular values. As mentioned earlier, the selection of
k is a problematic issue. As stated above, in our experimental setting the parameter
selection using cross-validation was too expensive. Selecting a too small k can lead
to a big loss of information, however, selecting too big k could result in not removing

1 We want to thank both Grouplens and Yahoo! for making their data sets available.
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the noise present in the data. Computing similarity in the higher dimensional space
might also not be effective because of the “curse of dimensionality”. Our selection
was based on some trials and the analysis of the outcome of previous reports [9, 7].

5.1 Weight Incorporation

We started our experiments by evaluating the performance of the three weight in-
corporation methods described in Subsection 3.2. In a first experiment we used all
the weighting schemas and computed F and MAE for the three weight incorpora-
tion methods. For lack of space we focus here only on SVD-PCC weighting. The
comparison of three weight incorporation methods for the two considered datasets,
using the SVD-PCC weighting schema, is depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Performance of weighted PCC measures

We observe here that most of the time WPCCno−norm performs better than the
other methods independently of the data set, and independently of the error measure
we used. Because of lack of space we do not show the results of this experiment
with the other weighting schemas but they confirm this result, i.e., WPCCno−norm

always performs better that the other twos.
This is quite surprising, as W PCCnorm or WPCCWAVG are used in the majority

of the literature and software packages [23, 28]. In fact, because of the compli-
cated behavior of PCC such results are hard to interpret. Our explanation is that
WPCCno−norm gives a higher absolute correlation to a user who has expressed
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ratings on more correlated items to a target item. For example, consider the fol-
lowing three users with ratings:

wti 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5
i1 i2 i3 i4

u1 ? ? 1 5
u2 2 4 2 4
u3 1 5 ? ?

Here the first line of the table gives the item weights which are used in the
similarity computation. Computing the user-to-user similarity on this toy exam-
ple gives an insight into the nature of the different correlations. We have the
following: W PCCnorm(u1,u2) = 1,WPCCnorm(u3,u2) = 1,WPCCno−norm(u1,u2) =
0.55,WPCCno−norm(u3,u2) = 0.75. One can see that WPCCnorm takes into account
only the relative size of the weights that are used in the similarity computation and
not their absolute value. In fact, the similarity of u1 and u2 is equal to the similarity
of u3 and u2, even if the weights used for u1 and u2 are smaller. Therefore, comput-
ing the user-to-user similarity on highly correlated items (to a target item) or weakly
correlated items does not change the final similarity and it remains equal to 1. On
the contrary, W PCCno−norm takes into account the absolute values of the weights.
This leads to a higher user-to-user correlation if computed on the item ratings which
have bigger weights, i.e., are more correlated with the target item. Therefore, the
users whose correlation is computed on the items with small weights will likely not
to be in the target user neighborhood.

5.2 Evaluating Weighting Schemas

The second experiment evaluates all the weighting schemas described in Subsec-
tion 3.1 using WPCCno−norm as the weights incorporation method. In Figure 2 the
performance of all these approaches varying the number of nearest neighbors are
shown for the two considered data sets. Here, the baseline method uses standard
(unweighted) PCC. The performance is shown while varying the number of nearest
neighbors.

It cab be seen that SVD-PCC improves MAE and F of the baseline prediction for
both data sets and for all the neighborhood sizes. The situation with other weight-
ing schemas is not so clear. For example, IPCC can reduce MAE, especially on the
Yahoo! data set, and sometimes outperforms the SVD-PCC schema. The improve-
ments of IPCC over the baseline method are smaller for the MovieLens dataset
(considering MAE), however, this is achieved for all the neighborhood sizes. Sur-
prisingly, the situation is different for F measure. While SVD-PCC still outperforms
the baseline method, IPCC performs similarly to or even worse than the baseline.
This is an interesting observation since IPCC is similar to SVD-PCC; the only dif-
ference is that SVD-PCC computes the correlation on a lower dimension item rep-
resentation rather than on the original raw data.
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Fig. 2 Performance of Item weighting using W PCCno−norm on two data sets

Another interesting behavior can be observed for the weighting schema based on
Mutual Information for the MovieLens dataset (called “mutual” in all the Figures).
This method performs similarly to the baseline with respect to MAE, however it gets
a considerable improvement of F measure. After investigating the method further,
we concluded that the increase of the F measure is due to a large increase of recall
(up to 10%) at the cost of a small decrease in precision. This big improvement of
recall is not clear and requires further investigation. Moreover, Mutual Information
performs similarly to the baseline method for the Yahoo! data set. This result is
different from the one reported in [28] where authors observed a big reduction of
the MAE. Note that in [28] authors used EachMovie data set and trained the weights
on a small random subset of the users. We guess that the differences could also
be explained by the unstable behavior of Mutual Information weighting method.
Variance weighting in general does not improve baseline CF, which confirms the
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results of [12]. This method improves F measure, but it also increases MAE error.
As expected, the random weighting schema always decreases the performance of
the baseline CF.

Another interesting result can be observed for the genre weighting schema. In
the MovieLens dataset it performs even worse than random item weighting and in
fact it is the worst performing method. On the contrary, in the Yahoo! data set we
have observed a significant reduction of MAE compared to the baseline method. It
can be explained by analyzing the way the genre weights are computed. It is often
the case that two movies do not share a single genre. Therefore, the genre overlap
is 0, making the normalized weights also equal to 0. Hence, when using the genre
weighting schema we perform a lot of item filtering together with item weighting.

5.3 Evaluation of Item Filtering

As explained in Section 4, in item filtering we set to zero all weights that are smaller
than a given threshold. Our conjecture is that in this way we can reduce MAE by sac-
rificing the coverage. In Figure 3 the performance of item filtering, with SVD-PCC
weighting schema, for all three possible weight incorporation methods is shown.
We measure MAE and coverage for different filtering thresholds both for Movie-
Lens and Yahoo! datasets. We fixed the neighborhood size for the MovieLens and
Yahoo! datasets to be 200 and 300 respectively. For these neighborhood sizes the
weighting methods have good MAE without decreasing F measure.
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Fig. 3 Performance of item filtering
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Note that some changes in the performance of item filtering can be detected only
when the applied threshold is larger than 0.3. For the Yahoo! data set the normalized
(in [0,1]) weights are distributed as shown in Figure 4(a). In fact, only 8% of the
weights have a value smaller than 0.3 and therefore filtering out these weights has
almost no influence on the performance of the algorithms. Conversely, excluding
items with weights larger than 0.3 decreases the performance. However, when most
of the items are excluded (threshold equal to 0.9 for MovieLens and 0.8 for Yahoo!),
the CF algorithms can make a prediction just for a very small number of items
(low coverage), and MAE decreases. Hence, using item filtering with the SVD-PCC
weighting schema, we can make more accurate predictions only for a very small
number of items. In conclusion, using SVD-PCC, one can increase accuracy only
by discarding most of the items and scarifying the coverage.

5.4 Increasing the Influence of the Weights

In the previous evaluation of item weighting we used three different methods for
weight incorporation into PCC. One of these approaches improved the performance
of CF over the baseline method. In the experiments we are illustrating now, we tried
to evaluate if amplifying the importance of the weights it is possible to obtain some
improvement. Raising each weight to a power higher tan one would make a bigger
relative separation between weights. We want to evaluate if this larger separation of
the weights can improve the accuracy of the prediction.

The Probability Density Function (PDF) of the weights distribution is shown in
Figure 4. Here the weights computed by PCC-SVD for the Yahoo! dataset raised to
different powers from 1 to 3 (x axis) are shown. Subfigure 4(a) shows the original
(normalized) weight distribution, where most of the weights are distributed in the
range [0.2,0.8]. Subfigure 4(b) shows the PDF of the same weights were each weight
was raised to the power of 2. In this case, weights which are close to 1 marginally
decrease their value, whereas smaller weights are more strongly pushed towards 0.
Therefore, we get a bigger relative separation between large weights (close to 1) and
small weights (close to 0). If we raise the weights to a higher power, all the weights
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Fig. 4 Probability density estimation (PDF) of the weight distribution for weight transforma-
tions (raise to the power)
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Fig. 5 Performance of SVD-PCC w.r.t. different powers of weights

would move towards zero, except the weights of the items perfectly correlated with
the target item, i.e., with value equal to 1.

Figure 5 shows the results of an experiment where we varied the power to which
all the weights are raised. Here we used the PCC-SVD weighting schema, and fixed
k equal to 200 for the MovieLens dataset and 300 for the Yahoo! dataset. As we
expected, raising the weights to a small power (two or three) decreases MAE. For
the lack of space we do not show the corresponding results for the F measure, but
similarly to results shown before the best performance is obtained raising the weight
to the power of 2 and 3.

6 Conclusions

This paper analyzes a wide range of item weighting techniques suitable for CF.
Each item weighting technique analyzes the data to get additional statistics about
the relationships between the items. This information is then used to fine-tune the
user-to-user similarity and to improve the accuracy of the CF recommendation tech-
nique. We have observed that the newly-introduced SVD-PCC weighting schema —
designed to work for sparse data — performs better than the baseline CF method in
the two datasets that was considered, and for all the accuracy measures that we used
(MAE, F, Coverage). All the other methods do not have such a stable behavior and
they outperform the baseline CF only for some of the error measures, and sometimes
they perform even worse. We also experimentally evaluated three different weight
incorporation techniques and explained their behavior. In the data sets that we used
WPCCno−norm showed a better performance than the other techniques.

This paper gives also an insight into the limitations of the weighting techniques
when used for item filtering. The SVD-PCC weighting schema, which has good
item weighting performance, showed worse results than the baseline method when
applied to item filtering. On the other hand, item filtering with the genre weighting
schema resulted in a reduction of MAE at the cost of a reduction of the coverage.
Such an approach could be useful for applications where it is important to provide
a small number of recommendations. If well used, it could also provide a powerful
technique for determining a small number of well targeted recommendations.
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In the future, we want to analyze item filtering in depth and understand if it can
be used to improve accuracy with other weighting schemas. If successful, this ap-
proach could be used in distributed or cross-domain recommender systems, where it
is important to understand what portion of items are relevant and should be retrieved
from the other domain in order to improve the recommendation [6].

Weight amplification techniques needs some further study. In our last experiment,
we tried to re-scale the original weights transforming them with a power function.
This is just one possible approach and a better analysis of this issue is required. In
fact, the weights computed by our proposed methods provide just a relative measure
of the importance of the items, and determining the correct factor that must be used
in the PCC metric requires some more experiments.
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